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- [Fawn] Today's topic is Telehealth: Information and Tips for Your Pediatric Therapy 

Toolbox. The presenter today is Tasha Perkins Holmes. She has a Bachelor of Arts in 

sociology from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County and a Master's Degree in 

occupational therapy from Nova, Southeastern University. She's been an occupational 

therapist for over 16 years. She's worked in a variety of settings with age groups 

spanning from toddlers to the elderly. Tasha has spent over nine years providing 

school-based OT services with more than six of those years using a teletherapy service 

delivery model. Her teletherapy experience has allowed her to provide school-based 

OT services across the United States, as well as internationally. In addition to direct 

treatment services, Tasha also spent time teaching in the Certified Occupational 

Therapy Assistant program at Central Piedmont Community College. Welcome Tasha, 

so happy to have you. 

 

- Okay, so I'll go ahead and get started. I will start with... So here are all of my 

disclosures and next I will move on to the learning outcomes. So after this course, 

you'll be able to identify similarities and differences when providing onsite and 

telehealth services. You'll also be able to identify best practices when providing 

telehealth services to pediatric populations. And you'll also be able to identify methods 

and modifications for providing therapeutic services through a telehealth service 

delivery model to pediatric populations.  

 

So I'll start by defining telehealth. And so the definition from the AOTA, telehealth is the 

application of an evaluative, consultative, preventative and therapeutic services 

delivered through information communication technology. They say that telehealth is 

the recommended term for all occupational therapy services provided using 

information and communication technology. However, you will often hear 

interchangeability between telehealth and teletherapy. You'll also hear the terms 
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synchronous as well as asynchronous. Synchronous would be if you and I were 

face-to-face or you and your student are face-to-face. It's often referred to as video 

conferencing. So that's what you would be doing through your therapy platforms 

through a live feed. Asynchronous would be things that are store and forward types of 

information, such as if you were doing maybe consultation and you were sending over 

therapy ideas or if you made a video for your students. Instant messaging, email 

consultation, those things would be considered asynchronous.  

 

The appropriateness of telehealth. While I am definitely a advocate for telehealth 

services, I do acknowledge that there are different times when you need to consider 

the appropriateness for your pediatric client. The AOTA says that given the variability of 

client factors, activity demands, performance skills, performance patterns, and 

contexts and environments, that's how you're gonna determine the appropriateness of 

your student for telehealth. And so this is really no different from when we're in a 

therapeutic setting, we're always constantly assessing, is our treatment activity, is this 

appropriate for this student or client depending on the student's skills or the client's 

performance patterns or the activity demands that are necessarily for that child to carry 

out their pediatric occupations.  

 

Benefits for treatments: increased access to occupational therapy services for children 

who live in remote areas, or where there are a lack of clinicians available. My first 

assignment with teletherapy was seeing students in Saudi Arabia. They were American 

students who were living in Saudi Arabia whose parents work there and they did not 

have access to occupational therapy services. So it was really a pleasure to be able to 

see students that were so far away and provide those services. Decreased or 

prevention of unnecessary delays in receiving services. So a teletherapist would be 

more available at times than perhaps finding another local therapist to provide onsite 

services for students. For myself, if I get a referral for a student as soon as we have our 

IEP meeting or if you have a child and you get a referral for that child you can start 
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services the next day if you have all of the necessary components for providing those 

services, so there is not a delay. The ability to coordinate care among team members 

in different locations. It's really wonderful, especially with people with a lot of busy 

treatment schedules to be able to collaborate with a vision therapist or a speech 

therapist or the assistive technology or the physical therapist and you don't all have to 

figure out a time where you can come together to meet. You can have a video 

conference and discuss the best way to proceed with your mutual client. Treatments 

can be provided without concern of passing illnesses between the clinician and the 

child or the child and the clinician. And this is incredibly relevant given the social 

constructs of what's going on now currently. You do have sometimes children that are 

medically fragile or for yourself as a clinician, maybe you're medically fragile but you 

still love the profession and you want to provide services. This allows you to do that 

without worrying about passing illnesses back and forth.  

 

One of the other benefits that I didn't include on this slide, also you provide continuity 

for some children, especially maybe children who are military families. I myself, my 

husband retired from the Marine Corps. So for 13 years, I spent a lot of time moving 

and changing jobs and getting invested in children and not getting to maybe see them 

the next year. And you also have children that have that too, where they're moving 

constantly and to see your face, a familiar face that they've built up a rapport with 

already, in their new environment, it's really great to be able to do that for even me as a 

therapist and also for children.  

 

Limitations: some of our standardized assessments, don't lend themselves well to 

being able to be provided on a teletherapy platform. Some self-care activities are not 

appropriate for telecast. You certainly wanna make sure that your children are clothed. 

Sometimes they feel very comfortable in their home environment and they may want to 

come to the session without clothing on or maybe they have tactile difficulties. So you 

wanna make sure that the self-care activities that you're having the child engage in and 
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when they're coming to therapy that it's appropriate for telecast over a live feed 

because after all we are still using the Internet. Technology, some manual therapies 

and therapeutic touch, there will just be some hands-on things that you won't be able 

to provide. However the nice thing is, that when you do have an adult there or the 

learning coach there there are many different types of therapeutic touch or there's 

some manual therapies that you can help coach them through that will help them 

benefit the child when they're not in OT sessions.  

 

Cultural considerations, you always have to take into account the different things that 

may go on in the child's life culturally that may hinder your services. Also school 

personnel availability when you're working in the school system because we can 

telecast into brick and mortar schools, you do need to have a school personnel to log 

the student in or you really wanna connect with your school personnel to discuss what 

responsibilities you need an adult to take care of in order to make sure that the 

therapist is able to provide the highest level of quality services. So what's different? 

What's different between onsite services and telehealth services? So it's a different 

type of service delivery model. You're gonna need a learning coach, and so that's 

going to be an adult to assist with maybe logging in, gathering materials, treatment set 

up, keeping track of what time your therapy meeting is scheduled for, and you'll need 

this in various degrees. So I sometimes have little kiddos who may need tons of help 

and so they're learning coach may need to be there the entire time and may need to 

assist from the minute that they log in till the minute that we log out. And I have some 

older students who are a little bit more autonomous and maybe part of their OT goals 

are that they're able to manage their time, look at a schedule, figure out how to log 

themselves in. You may also have some students or children who if mom or dad sets 

them up and says click this at the top of the hour, the student can click this to log 

themselves in. So that's one of the things that you'll do your assess to figure out how 

much assistance do you need from someone to assist this child with receiving these 

services. The type of equipment needed for service is different. And I'll discuss that in 
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the later slide. And also the treatment resources available in the child's environment. 

So whereas we as therapist, we can supplement what the child has access to by 

providing our own therapy tools, this is not always the case when you're telecasting 

into the child's environment.  

 

So what hasn't changed? We're still using the therapeutic use of self. We're still 

building that rapport. I like to use jokes. I like to use jokes to build rapport with my 

kiddos as well as to use that as treatment activities. Sometimes I show them 

something pretty cool, maybe I made a craft over the weekend, or my kids have tons of 

toys in the house maybe my child got a new toy that I know that my student would like 

and so we do show and tell. So you're still using the therapeutic use of self. You're still 

using the therapeutic use of environment, same type of thing. I may use some of the 

things in my environment to do show and tell and engage my student. My student may 

do the same with treatment activities. My students have stairs or if you're you have a 

pediatric client that really loves to bake or something like that then we're gonna figure 

out what things they have in their environment to work on those different occupations. 

We're still using use of evidence-based practice, that really hasn't changed. We're still 

using the methods that have been researched and are effective for using as treatment 

methods. Caregiver training, we're still training that child's guardian as to how to carry 

over the skills that we're working on in OT. Collaboration with other clinicians and with 

school personnel. We're still doing this as well, we're just doing this a little bit 

differently. This may be done over emails, we may have video conferences, we can 

even do co-treatments, we're still doing observations. And I'll cover some of that a little 

bit later as well. The need to build rapport, we still wanna build rapport. You're on the 

computer but that doesn't mean that you still can't build rapport with the child that 

you're working with. And even so, it may be even more important to do it because you 

can't to use some of that use of touch of maybe putting your hand on the child's 

shoulder or something like that to help build rapport.  
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So FERPA and HIPAA compliance, that's definitely something that we still need to be 

mindful of when we're providing these services. The difference is, that because we're 

communicating a little bit differently we really wanna make sure that what we're doing 

is in compliance. And so at the bottom there is a resource. And so for HIPAA 

compliance, HIPAA says, a non-public facing remote communication product must be 

used. This is defined as one that as default only allows the intended parties to 

participate in the communication. We need to make sure that we're using two way 

communication that's not facing the public. So although I have headphones on, I have 

a microphone on. So if I was in a public place, someone behind me could hear what 

I'm saying to my child and they could also see what's going on on my computer. So 

that would not be appropriate. You wanna make sure that you're following those 

guidelines especially with email communication, record sharing with family, other 

clinicians in schools. Sometimes you end up doing a lot more email when you're doing 

telehealth and so you really wanna make sure that all of the information that you're 

sending it's protecting the student or the client's information. Leaving voicemail 

messages also, and then we discussed using the telehealth platforms, you really 

wanna make sure that you're protecting any information that does not need to be 

shared to anyone else.  

 

Licensing requirements. So best practice would to be have an active license to 

practice in the state from which you are providing services. Also an active license in the 

state where services will be provided. As well as additional certifications. And so I say 

this is best practice because it's in your best interest to go onto each state website 

where you plan to practice from and where you plan to provide services to, in order to 

allow you to know what the definite parameters are around telehealth. There are very 

different regulations going from state to state. There's also different regulations when 

providing telehealth services internationally. So you wanna make sure that you're in 

compliance with that. Additional certifications, there are some states that do require 

additional certifications in addition to your active license. And so when you are 
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providing telehealth services you really do need to make sure that you're paying 

attention to those requirements because it does fall on you whether you are legally 

providing those services.  

 

So essential telehealth provider tools. So for the telehealth provider, the best thing to 

have in terms of cameras, would be an external webcam. And the reason for this is so 

that your child is able to see everything that you're doing with your hands on your 

desktop but also getting up and moving. And so we'll dive into that a little bit later in 

some of the other slides. High speed Internet connection. So it's important that you 

have high speed Internet connection so that you're not getting the lag and that 

everything that you're doing is in real time, so that way your student's able to imitate 

what you're doing, that you're able to see what your child is also doing and you're able 

to provide feedback in real time. Headphones with a microphone. The headphones 

help you as the clinician drown out any other noises that may be in your environment. 

But it also with the microphone, it helps for more clearer sound to your child and the 

family. You need a computer. There's different types of computers that you can use. 

You can use a desktop, you can use a laptop, but providing services, if you're trying to 

use an iPad or a cell phone, in some circumstances that's appropriate, but best 

practice would be to have a computer. And I will show you some instances where 

using a cell phone works really well too.  

 

HIPAA and FERPA compliant platform for services. Currently, there are have been 

some relaxation with the HIPAA and FERPA compliant platform for services. However, I 

would suggest that that's what you use in any case possible even if the rules are a bit 

lax for the moment because those will only be temporary and if you're looking for a 

long term solution you want to make sure that you're using a platform that is going to 

protect the information and protect the privacy of that child when they're receiving 

services. A quiet private environment. So we're still treating wherever we're telecasting 

from. This is still a professional environment. So we wanna make sure that the 
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environment is conducive to providing services to our child. We wanna make sure the 

child can hear the directions that we're giving, that they're not distracted by other 

things going on in the background and also that no one is overhearing what's being 

presented to the child.  

 

So telehealth for the recipient. This can vary a little bit just because depending on 

technology constraints sometimes it's not always possible to have all of these things. 

So these would be the bare minimum of what you need even though I put some 

preferences. So a webcam. You need something where you can see the student and 

you can provide feedback as to the student's actions. High speed Internet connection. 

Once again, you wanna make sure that you're able to interact with the child in real 

time. Headphones with the microphone, that's preferred. I do see a lot of kiddos that 

don't have headphones on and sometimes it's a sensory issue. Sometimes it's just 

because they need to be free to move around, and sometimes that's just because they 

don't have access to the headphones with the microphone. So that's preferred but not 

an absolute definite thing that needs to be done. Same with the external webcam. It's 

always great to be able to move the camera around but I will show you also how you 

can get around not having an external webcam for your child. A computer would be 

great but we all know that sometimes we have to use supplemental devices. So 

sometimes you can use a tablet, you can use the smartphone, you just have to be 

creative for getting that setup so it's not going to fall over or so that way you have the 

correct angles that you need to see what the child is doing. I did put a little star by that. 

Not all telehealth platforms work with all devices and or Internet browsers. So 

something you wanna think about too before you suggest using supplemental devices, 

you want to know, does the platform that you're using, does it work with that device. 

And then in terms of Internet browser, does that device support the Internet browser 

that you need to power your platform. Computer mouse, I find that those are better 

than the tracking pads on the laptops for kiddos, but that's also one that's a preferred. 

You'll need a learning coach so you'll need an adult in some capacity or someone to 
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be able to assist the student even if it's just reminding the child, "Okay, you have your 

teletherapy appointment now." Maybe that's the only thing that you need the learning 

coach for. But most of the times you do at least need another adult. And a quiet and 

safe environment. If you're looking at the hierarchy of things for children if they're not in 

a safe environment then they're not gonna be really able to focus on therapy.  

 

So for collaboration, this is something I really think is awesome about teletherapy. I've 

done co-treatments with speech therapist, the ABA, the behavioral interventionalist, 

done conferences with IEP or treatment team members, and done classroom 

facilitation with teachers. So this is all possible via teletherapy. And just to touch on 

how some of this works, a co-treatment with speech can be done one of two ways. If 

I'm on the computer, some platforms will allow you to invite in another person. And so 

if I invited in the speech, the speech therapist and I could both co-treat the same child 

at the same time. And with that, you would do the same way you would do that onsite, 

you're gonna discuss beforehand what goals you would like to work on. You're also 

gonna discuss who's going to facilitate when. And so it works the same way where the 

three of you are in a room together and you and the speech therapist will discuss, so 

maybe we're gonna do a Mad Lib today because the speech therapist wants them to 

work on articulation, but I would like them to work on writing. So what we'll have to 

child do is maybe read adjective and then write the adjective down. So I will give 

feedback on the handwriting, the speech therapist is gonna give feedback on the 

articulation when the child is saying what adjective they chose or what verb they 

chose. Another way to do this too, you could be on the computer and then you could 

also have the other person actually physically on site. So I've done that with ABA and 

the BI's, where they are actually my learning coach for the day. And so I will 

collaborate with them beforehand and I will say in OT today, this is what we're working 

on. And so because I know that there may be different goals for ABA than in BI than 

OT, I may say to them it's okay if this student does not perform this way the first time, 

I'm okay with that. Or if you could prompt the student to do X Y and Z to help keep 
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them on task that would be wonderful. So you really want to collaborate that way. An 

example would be I do have a child where we're working on attending to task in 

addition to fine motor skills. And so I've worked out with the ABA that we're gonna do 

two activities so we'll do two fine motor activities, but I'm okay if they're not done 

perfectly because we're still working on it. But as long as two activities are done and 

the child stays focused for those two activities then the child earns a cat. And so after 

a certain amount of cats then the child earns a break. So we collaborate that way, IEP 

meetings are done teleconference. You can meet with treatment team members over 

teleconference. And then classroom facilitation with teachers is always nice as well 

too. Sometimes teachers have access to smart boards and we're working on 

handwriting for the day or I've done where the teacher told me that they were working 

on a cutting and pasting activity, and so that's exciting to me. So then I come in and I 

maybe angled facing towards just my student that I'm working with and I'm instructing 

my student for hand position and things like that while the teacher's instructing the rest 

of the class. So you can still do a push-in model with that as well.  

 

Assessments, so you can have access to online sensory profiles and measures that 

you can administer online so that way you can gather information for your assessment. 

Some standardized assessments do lend themselves well to teletherapy such as the 

Beery VMI can be done. There are a couple of others as well but some of them do 

require that you do have a step where you need to make sure that the family has either 

the booklets for the Beery VMI or that you have access to other stimuli tools so that 

way you can administer it. Parent teacher questionnaires and interviews, we can still do 

those, we can do those via email. You wanna make sure that you're not sending 

sensitive information over the email, though when you're doing that you can also do it 

by phone. You can still do your child interviews. Clinical observations, that's a great 

time where you can have someone at the school or at home, you can just observe the 

child in their environment and you can do that by using maybe something like a tablet 

just facing that child and watching how they interact in their classroom or have the 
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parent follow the child around with maybe a smartphone or something like that where 

you can see what happens in the home environment when they're naturally doing the 

occupations that you're going to be working on. You can do function-based 

assessments such as having the child cut, color, typing, toothbrushing, self feeding, all 

of those different types of things you can still look at that. And I went over the 

classroom and home observations and with a clinical observation.  

 

So the clinical observations would just be everything that you're looking at watching 

how the child holds the pencil or watching how the child holds the fork, different things 

like that while you're engaged in your assessment. Considerations and support, so 

these are things that you wanna think about when you're providing the therapy 

services. Does that child work best with a designated workspace? Does that child 

work best standing or with alternative seating like a beanbag, or the floor, the bed? 

Would they work better with the use of a timer? Would they work better with a visual 

schedule? Or would they work better if they have a social story about teletherapy 

maybe before every session or maybe before the first session? So you wanna think 

about all of these different things. It's sometimes hard when you're not used to doing 

telehealth to think of anything other than the chair, the desk and the computer. But 

these are all things that we want to think about just like we would think about if we 

were in a clinic or if we were at a child's home or if we were at a child's school. What is 

going to really support that child and help them engage in their occupations better, and 

what's really gonna help them engage in this therapy session better.  

 

So here is a telehealth tidbit, so the child does not need to stay seated at a table. The 

session should be dynamic, it should have options for lying on the floor, for standing 

and for just gross motor movement as needed. And so that's where that external 

camera comes in. You can do all kinds of things. I have a couple of kiddos where I 

never quite know where we're gonna do OT. Sometimes we do OT at the desk, we've 

done OT under the desk where we've put the computer on the floor and we've just had 
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him lie on his stomach and we've done some drawing and some writing that way. 

There were days where he wasn't feeling so great and didn't really wanna come out 

from under the bed. We've done OT under the bed. He got to stay under the bed as 

long as he could still reach the computer and still could engage in the activities that we 

were doing. And so we really wanna meet these children where they are. And so my 

rule for therapy is that if I can reach you through whatever device that we're using I'm 

totally okay for wherever you feel like we need to do OT for today. I'm just gonna go 

ahead and adapt. And if I can't reach you because it's either somewhere inappropriate 

or if it's just somewhere logistically we can't get to then let's compromise and figure 

out together what we can do to get the best out of this OT session. And so those are 

the things where as clinicians we also tease out, is this something that this child really 

needs emotionally or physically today for us for the session or is this a behavioral 

thing? And so if it's a behavioral thing then of course we would take another approach 

to looking at where we participate in our OT services.  

 

Therapeutic use of environment, like I was saying before, this is certainly has not 

changed. There's tons of sensory and motor experiences in the front yard, in the 

backyard. Most recently I had this wonderful cute little kid who wanted to show me 

how his sandbox flooded and there were worms living in there now because it flooded 

and I was like well that's wonderful. So he dug some worms out of the sandbox which 

was a great fine motor warm up for him and after we pulled some of the worms out we 

sat and we did some drawing, we drew the sandbox, we drew the worms and then we 

labeled that, we wrote worms, we wrote sandbox. So we had a really great way to do 

some nice sensory experiences and also some fine motor work and also some 

handwriting. We've done digging in the backyard. I'm usually the type of person where 

if the parents are okay with it, I'm okay with it too. His mom is great. She does not care 

if he gets muddy so we were playing in the mud one day in the backyard and just really 

great sensory experiences for this child who has a lot of sensory difficulties but he was 

able to focus if he was able to sit in the mud and we could work on hand writing. Under 
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the bed, I told you my story about being under the bed. Windows, doors, the shower 

wall, refrigerators, those are great vertical surfaces. That's something in the child's 

environment that you can really use as a vertical surface for drawing, or writing or even 

doing wall push ups, just so many different things.  

 

Some helpful hints, depending on the therapy platform compatibility, the cell phone or 

a tablet can be used instead of a laptop for the student that's on the go. And so that's 

one of those times where maybe using a computer is not the best thing for the day. 

Maybe we're gonna use the smartphone and we're gonna play show and tell in the 

house and we're gonna pick up toys. I had a kiddo just yesterday that we went and got 

a book bag, the child is working on bilateral integration. We're working we grab the 

book bag with one hand and we went to her room and we picked up toys with the 

other hand to put into the book bag so we could work on that stabilization with the 

helper hand and the working with the dominant hand. But I do caution you because we 

want to think about the therapeutic benefit of something. You can follow this student or 

the child around but don't chase them. So if there are some instances where children 

do feel like they need to leave the therapy session which to them may be leaving the 

computer or leaving the smartphone or the device, then we need to respect that. So 

we don't want them to feel like they're unsafe and that we're gonna continue to push 

when they just need a break. And that is something that I do find is another benefit for 

working with children that do have autism or who do have social emotional difficulties. 

They know that I'm on the computer, which makes me somewhat predictable, because 

that means that I'm not gonna reach out and touch them or I'm not gonna make any 

sudden movements around them that they're not prepared for. So sometimes it does 

work a little bit better for the therapy platform for them. It also means for them that if 

they're not feeling emotionally well or if they feel like they're overstimulated, that they 

can remove themselves from the situation where they can maybe just move out of 

camera view and still talk to me, or move out of camera view as their way of saying to 
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me, this is a little too much, I need a break. Placing the streaming device on the floor is 

another great thing to do.  

 

You can just really work with your angles too, if you have a mover you'll start to figure 

out where you can position your devices so that way you can still get the best glimpse 

of them, and you can see them in their natural environment. You can see them moving 

around and what maybe mom is saying when every time we ask them to sit down to 

eat, this is what happens. You can see those things and you can start working on 

maybe the computer is the destination, which would maybe simulate the table being 

the destination to come over and sit and eat a meal. Another helpful hint, placing a 

marker on the floor where the student or the child is still in the camera shot but not 

right in front of the streaming device. And so the child can work on the floor or 

standing and sitting in that spot. So you can use like a marker such as like a towel, 

some tape, a hula hoop or something like that where the child knows that they're still in 

camera view, but that's where they can go. So I've had it where maybe we're on the 

bar in the kitchen and I can see the whole living room if I'm on the bar versus the table, 

then the child knows, okay, well I can go this far and I can still do things and I'm still in 

camera view. And that's like a happy compromise because as long as I can still see 

what the child is doing and we're still participating in the activities, then I'm completely 

fine with the child not being right in front of the computer. It also works great for your 

movers. I've had the computer hooked up to the big screen television in sometimes the 

child's home where they can see me really big, so I'm there, but they can move out 

further, so they can still run around and get their need for movement, but they can still 

see what I'm instructing them to do and we can still participate in our activities that 

way.  

 

So here's a case study, this is one of my dear little kiddos and we'll just call her J. 

She's a seven-year-old student. She has a diagnosis of autism. She has severe 

communication delays, so essentially non-verbal, not potty trained, impaired sleep 
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pattern, very poor attention span. I assessed her 10, 2019, and J's mom said this is 

okay if I share this information. She had a lack of hand dominance, use of a gross 

grasp and a pronated grasp when coloring. Actually, I should say scribbling because 

she's not really functionally coloring. Unable to imitate the pre-writing strokes, she 

could only throw a ball underhand and she was able to cut a piece of paper in half, but 

she needed assistance to position the scissors and to hold the paper. So she's been 

receiving OT services two times a week for 30 minutes. She stands and so I ended it 

for this month so that way you could see how much progress that she made. And she's 

only receiving online teletherapy services. So she's not receiving any other outside OT 

services, and she hasn't been during the time that I've been seeing her. Now she 

stands to complete fine motor activities. So that's our compromise. As long as I can 

see what she's doing, we're standing to do the activities. I don't expect her to sit, she 

doesn't wanna sit. She stands the whole session. She's able to imitate all of the 

pre-writing strokes. She's also able to copy the letters E, F, I, L, O, and T. She uses a 

three point grasp when coloring with a short crayon, which she was one of those 

kiddos that was very, very motivated to still try to use a fisted grasp no matter how 

small the crayon was. She's throwing overhand and she's also right hand dominant, so 

she consistently uses her right hand to complete all pre-writing and writing tasks as 

well as for feeding herself. And she's using that left hand as her helper hand whenever 

she has to do two handed activities.  

 

And so some of the things that I have done with her for OT sessions and I would really 

say, so I've listed my offscreen activities and then my onscreen activities. So offscreen 

being things that don't involve the computer. And this is pretty much just a short list. 

We do a lot of offscreen. We've done pushing beans through the lid of a plastic 

container. Her mom had some beans one day on the counter that she was playing with 

and I was like, "Can we poke a hole "in that old ice cream container and put beans in 

it? "Is that okay?" And mom said yes, and so then that became one of our go-to 

treatment activities. She likes putting the beans through the top of that ice cream 
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container. Coloring and drawing with short crayons. Sometimes what we'll do is she'll 

get to have like an ice cream or like a fun snack or something to hold in her left hand. 

So that way it was encouraging her to use her right hand to complete the coloring and 

drawing tasks. And then eventually we didn't need the fun snack item in her left hand 

anymore, she stopped switching. Building with Legos, she loves Legos and we all 

know as OTs it's a wonderful fine motor activity. Throwing balls into a basket. And 

really it was just like she would dump all of her toys on the floor and so then we would 

just pick up a ball and start trying to make a basket with that or picking up the toys and 

trying to throw the toys into the basket. Tracing toys, her hand, her mom's hand or 

tracing letters. Those two handed activities, just really working on her using that left 

hand to hold the toy or left hand to put on the paper to trace or holding mom's hand. 

It's very motivating for her to be able to hold mom's hand. Crafts that require cutting, 

coloring, gluing.  

 

Let's see. And then my onscreen activities that I just really introduced this month was 

online puzzles using the computer mouse to click and drag. And that was more just 

because she finished doing all of the puzzles that she had at home. I wanted to give 

her a little bit more challenging puzzles and I also wanted to see what her coordination 

was so I had her do a puzzle on the computer. But most of the time we do a lot of 

offscreen activities even though this is teletherapy. So some incentives, she likes to 

spin in her office chair while a one-minute video plays or she plays along with the 

video, so I'll show the same video multiple times during the session. Before it used to 

be every two minutes I would have to show that video and then it was every five 

minutes. And then actually this week she didn't even ask for the video until the end and 

by ask for it, she likes Mickey Mouse, so she said Mickey Mouse. Speech is doing an 

awesome job with her. She's getting speech therapy online. And so she spontaneously 

said to me, Mickey Mouse, whereas before that was something difficult for her. And in 

order to do this what we do is I verbally inform her as well as show her what needs to 

be completed in order to receive her incentive. So I will say, "We need to put 15 beans 
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into the jar "and then we can watch Mickey Mouse." And so that way she knows. I'll 

speed up a little bit just on the interest of time. So here is our first video, so you can go 

ahead and play that video. All right, let's get our body nice and warmed up. And I want 

you to bounce and catch the ball 10 times. 

 

- One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, 10. 

 

- Nice, can you throw the ball into the grass? All right, go ahead and grab your car, put 

your left hand in the white circle. There you go. You're gonna trace the lazy eight. Take 

your time, take your time. Slow down, stay on the red circle. And so as you can see 

you, I had my son help imitate some of the things that I do in therapy. And I let it switch 

back and forth so you can see, just like in our regular sessions, you need to have that 

poker face and you also wanna make sure you're giving clear, concise directions. So 

you can see my son wanted to bounce the ball really, really fast, which I get kiddos his 

age that that's what they wanna do and maybe that's what they need to do to warm 

up. So we just kinda rolled with that. But you can also see that you can do a lazy eight 

in the driveway if you have a kiddo that likes trucks or whatever they wanna use for 

that lazy eight, you can do that. That's one where you can do that outside. You can 

have the cell phone pointing towards the child. And as you can see, I was still in my 

office but the child is outside and they are doing their activity.  

 

So we will go to the next video. I'm going to trace around my fingers. You can go 

ahead and start whenever you're ready. And so you can see here, if you have the 

external camera, you'll be able to show your hands what you're doing, but the child 

could still see my face. And then with the child, I had their camera pointed towards 

their hands. So that way I can see what their hands are doing. Okay, we'll go to the 

next video. So now that you found all of the arrows, do you think you can put a mark 

on all of the triangles? 
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- Yes. 

 

- You're doing an excellent job. Very good. Alright, so this time I want you to put a 

mark on all of the smiley faces. Very good. And what do we have left? 

 

- Hearts. 

 

- Hearts, all right, let's put a mark on all of the hearts. So you can see by this video, 

this is a side by side view. So this is where I can see both of our faces, but what's on 

the main screen would be our activity. And so actually this activity, I do see the 

question in that chat box, this activity, I just made this in a word document and 

because of the platform that I was using, I just screen shared it so that way there's 

nothing for the family to print out and the student can just edit the document on the 

screen because I'm screen sharing it. This is just something that I made. It's a low 

contrast, visual perceptual activity. We can go to the next video. So let's see, can you 

find your last name in this word search? 

 

- Yeah. 

 

- So remember if you get stuck, what letter does your first name start with? Oh, you're 

already on a roll. Starts with an H, right? So that means you can scan each line for the 

letter H and then you'll look to see is there an O next to it? Is there an O under it? Is 

there an O behind it because it might be backwards? And so I have to say, I love this 

activity too. I see the comment in the box. I think this is great for kids when you really 

want them to focus on that figure ground or you want to introduce them to being able 

to recognize their last names or if just really want to introduce them to doing word 

searches because it's their last name. So it's something that a child usually recognizes 

either their last name or names in family. You don't get bogged down with the spelling 
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and the other words and having to read. The child's looking for something familiar, but 

they can complete this activity.  

 

Okay, we'll go to our next video. And so you can see with this one, this is where I could 

still see the child, what their finger placement would be on the keyboard, and I could 

also see what the child is typing. And this is just through screen share also, so that way 

I can edit it, I can watch how the child's editing it, seeing what different things that 

they're doing. So this is it for the videos. We can go back to the live slides. And I only 

have a couple of more that way I can get to your questions. So I'll just click through to 

my next one.  

 

Something else, here's a friend of mine and I had her through like a telecast write for 

me. And so us as OTs, usually we're used to looking at things upside down anyway. 

But I had her do that, then I took a screenshot. So maybe if I wanted to go back and 

look at it later for a student, I might just turn it around if I needed to look at it head on, 

but you can see, I can see what her pencil grasp looks like. I can see where she placed 

her letters when I had her write down the letters that I asked for. Let's see, so quickly 

things to remember, be organized and prepared, but be flexible, be confident. You're 

OTs, so you are just learning how to show your wonderful OT skills on a different 

platform. Be clear and concise with explanations and requests. So you really wanna 

make sure that you're really coming across what you need that child to do or why you 

need the child to do that. And most of all have fun. I mean, there's not many 

professions where you get to use therapy treatments as your creative outlet, so just 

have fun with it. So here's some references and resources and I've also provided some 

resources for treatment as well. So I will go to questions now and if I could get a time 

check that'd be great, so I know how much time I have for questions. Perfect, okay. All 

right, excellent, sounds good. 

 

- [Fawn] Hey Tasha. 
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- Hi. 

 

- [Fawn] Hi, I'll read some of these questions coming in. Great talk thus far, so let's get 

to some of these questions. Someone is mentioning that she works with a lot of 

uneducated or low income families. They don't have good control of their kids, their 

houses chaotic, et cetera. When do you know, it's time to walk away from the 

telehealth option? I still wanna give services during this time, but some of my families, I 

don't feel like it's a good option or ethical to bill for treatment. 

 

- That completely makes sense. And so sometimes that's where you have to have the 

hard conversation with the parents about what you need for therapy services. And so 

that goes with that clear and concise request and explanations. And so if you can ask 

them for 30 minutes, could so-and-so, if it's maybe even the bathroom or be in their 

bedroom or somewhere quiet for 30 minutes so that way we can do X, Y, and Z, then 

this will help me to provide therapy services. And you can try that approach first. I will 

say that sometimes I do have some really tough kiddos where I'm like, okay, this is 

definitely gonna take a lot of thinking on my part and a lot of collaboration on my part 

as well. So you really wanna try to reach the parent first. I know sometimes it's not 

always a viable option to get the parent to be on board with participation. But I would 

certainly try that route first and see if you can really work that way. And then I would 

also, I mean even if you have to physically make a list of what is the deal breaker for 

you, so what thing is actually making this non-therapeutic at this point? And if those 

things are continuing to happen, then I would probably escalate it to whomever gave 

you the referral, like if you're working for a company or maybe having a third party sit 

down and maybe have a discussion with the parents. Because you're right, telehealth 

is great, but we do have certain things that we need in order to provide therapeutic 
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treatments and it is not ethical if you're not providing therapeutic services to continue 

to bill for that. I hope that was helpful. That's kind of the short answer. 

 

- [Fawn] There were a few people asking back to your demos. They were asking what 

platform did you use? How were you able to share your screen? If you could just go 

over that one more time, that would be helpful. 

 

- Certainly. So for the recording of the videos, I used Zoom. And Zoom does give you 

the option to screen share. So if you screen share in a word document, the child can 

edit it or if you screen share the white screen, they can also type on it or draw on that 

as well. I am familiar with two other platforms. I do use a proprietary platform from 

another company for my screen sharing and I've also used Blackboard as well to 

provide treatments for screen sharing as well. 

 

- [Fawn] So a couple other questions were coming in asking what do you do for people 

that tend to like to run away and not really engage with you? Again, would that be 

involving the parents participation in helping to control the situation? 

 

- Yes, so I find that the child that usually runs away is probably the child that was 

probably gonna run away from me in the clinic anyway. The difference is they 

sometimes have bigger surface area to run to when they're at home. That would be 

also another one of those things where you want to decide, maybe you can set up 

teletherapy in the room and put it on the dresser. That way, the child can still feel like 

they can run around and move, but you can still see what's going on and you can still 

engage the learning coach into coaxing the child to be more interactive with you. 

However, you're also thinking about caregiver training too. So maybe for that session, 

what I'm really talking about with the parent would be, okay, so let's grab this activity 

or let's grab this toy and this is how you manipulate the body to hold the toys. So let's 

have them use their left hand as their helper hand and their right hand to grab those 
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puzzle pieces. A lot of times, the children will interact with their parents more and then 

maybe it'll take them a little time to interact with you. But as long as you're providing 

the therapeutic services and you can monitor what's going on you might just have to 

adjust where you're providing those services. 

 

- [Fawn] So a couple of questions were coming in about technology. One part was 

asking how do you get up to speed for the therapist being more averse in technology? 

But also, what about areas that don't have stable Internet connections, how do you 

adapt some of that? So it's kind of a two part question. 

 

- Sure. So in terms of therapy for the therapist, I would say just practice, especially in 

this current climate, a lot of people are using Zoom to play games and socialize with 

friends and family members. That's a great time to practice your teletherapy skills with 

a captive audience. So people probably really would be willing to help you out. You 

can also do things simple as maybe using your cell phone and using your computer at 

home and practicing with your children or something like that. I would say just a lot of 

practice and then in addition to doing CEUs or doing other searches on the Internet 

just to see what other people are doing to give you kind of that push to think, okay, this 

is what I could possibly do as well. When you have poor Internet services in rural areas 

or I do have students where that's the case too, there are certain platforms that work 

better with low bandwidths than others. VC is another platform that I've used when I 

have students that have really low bandwidth. You can also do screen share with that 

as well. And that's a video feed, so you can do services from that. In addition, 

sometimes the cellular service works better than the actual bandwidth of the home 

Internet service. So that might be something that you may have to look into. However, 

if you don't have Internet service that's adequate, then most likely your child is not 

going to get a lot from doing services that are face-to-face. That may be where at the 

point temporarily you may need to switch to another type of providing services by 
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doing the videos, through email consultation, through phone calls. So you may have to 

do that at the point where if you're not able to get Internet to connect properly. 

 

- [Fawn] So another question coming in is that when you were discussing bilateral 

integration, you discussed that one hand was for stabilizing, and then can you re 

describe what the other hand was doing because I found it very helpful how you 

worded it? 

 

- Yes, so I have one hand that's the helper hand and that would be the non-dominant 

hand. And then I would have the one hand that's the doing hand. So when we're 

working on things like that, sometimes we have the hands doing the same thing at the 

same time. And then sometimes you have one hand doing something different and 

that's what you're looking at a lot of times when you're maybe getting dressed or 

you're writing, you're having the helper hand is helping to stabilize and you're doing 

hand is the hand that's helping to facilitate or manipulate the object that you're moving. 

 

- [Fawn] Are therapy assistants providing telehealth services, do you know? 

 

- At this time, none that I know of. So I won't say absolutely not. But I will say there's 

none that I know of personally that are providing services. I will say that in terms of 

supervision, I have supervised COTAs that were on site, but that also goes back to 

having to look at your state laws. And so some state laws specify that in order for 

supervision to be provided by an OT, the OT has to be physically onsite with the COTA. 

Some laws state that you can do the supervision face-to-face and that teletherapy 

does meet the requirements for face-to-face supervision. I have also had COTAs as a 

learning coach and it doubled as the COTA was my learning coach, but I was also her 

mentor. So that way she could learn about the school system in doing treatments and I 

could have an adult present to assist with my treatments. 
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- [Fawn] A couple of people are asking about early intervention. Do you have any ideas 

for that population? 

 

- So with early intervention that's some of the same things too, depending on what the 

age of the child and the needs of the child. Those are certainly things where you can 

do a lot of sensory things. I do have a kiddo where we do some sensory stuff. We 

make Plato or playing in water or playing outside so you can do sensory interventions 

with early intervention as well as also working on some of those things like positioning, 

some of the ADL activities. You can work on like the dressing or the buttoning, working 

on some of that heavy work, having the child crawl, helping the parent to set up the 

play environment so that way they're improving their fine motor skills or so that way 

they're improving their visual motor skills or their visual perceptual skills. So explaining 

how important it is to have the child crawl and look at things from different angles. So 

that's something important that you can certainly do during early intervention. And I 

have time for one more question. I'm so like grateful that I get to share my knowledge 

with you guys, you guys have such great questions. 

 

- [Fawn] Great, let's get one more here for you. We have plenty and we'll make note of 

them and try to get answers to you. So the last one I was going to ask that is very 

important, is there such thing as a secure versus unsecure Zoom? I had a parent 

advocate ask if an IEP meeting was secure this week. I thought they were all secure. 

 

- In terms of secure versus unsecure in terms of being able to have someone pop into 

your meeting or just in terms of like compliance for not sharing information? I know that 

Zoom has changed their settings based on the information that I've seen on Zoom 

notifications that they've changed the settings so that way people can't pop in. And I 

also find that if you send someone a meeting link versus just using your general link, 

that people can't randomly come into your room. So you do have the option of just 

inviting someone to a link and it makes up a random link. And that way that person 
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only has that, it's only sent to whoever you send it to. But that's just based on the 

information that I've gotten myself from the Zoom website. But I do know that when I 

do see students, I send them a private link before the session and then you can lock 

the room. 

 

- [Fawn] Very good. Thank you for all the great questions today. They are still coming 

in, but we'll try to make note of those and get those to you. So appreciate your time 

today, Tasha. 

 

- Absolutely, and thank you so much. 

 

- [Fawn] Hope everyone has a great rest of the day. You join us again on continued and 

occupationaltherapy.com. Thanks everyone. 
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